Galaxy M81 shines from 12 million light-years away. the image
of this galaxy, observable with binoculars in the constellation
Ursa Major, was created using data from the spitzer and
hubble space telescopes and Galaxy Evolution Explorer.
(Image courtesy of jet Propulsion laboratory)
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altHouGH Many suns rIse on distant worlds in all cor
ners of the universe, we have discovered no other life forms.
so far.
If other planets like ours do exist, people like Leslie Livesay
(math ’85) and her colleagues are going to find them.
deputy director for astronomy and physics at the Jet Pro
pulsion laboratory in Pasadena, livesay is spearheading the
nasa Kepler mission, a space telescope designed to survey
distant stars in a search of a planet similar to earth.
to date, 273 planets orbiting a total of 234 stars have been dis
covered outside our solar system. all of these new worlds have
proven to be nothing like earth. Many are “gas giants” similar
to Jupiter. others are located extremely close or extremely far
from their suns, leaving doubt whether life could survive due
to temperature extremes. no trace of the telltale signs of poten
tial life – the simultaneous presence of carbon dioxide, ozone or
water – have been found. Current instruments lack the sensitiv
ity needed to detect this chemical evidence.
livesay hopes to change that. “only a tiny fraction of our
own galaxy has been searched for other planets and solar systems, and look what has been found so far,” livesay said. “We
are focused on finding planets in the so-called ‘Goldilocks Zone’
around stars – not too close, not too far, leaving the temperature
just right for potential life. Much like where earth is now.”
continued on next page…
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The kepler space telescope being prepared for launch in 2009.
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(image courtesy of Jet Propulsion laboratory)

The longtime southern
California resident had her
eye on the sky early on, be
ginning a professional ascent
as a Cal Poly summer student
working for Martin Mari
etta (now lockheed Martin),
where she was introduced to
the manned space program. livesay had been interested in
math and science since high school. “When Voyager flew by
saturn in 1981, that did it,” said livesay. “I began to focus on
robotic space exploration.”
a career of discovery followed. on July 4, 1997, the first
images of the arid, alien landscape began trickling in from
the historic Mars Pathfinder mission. livesay was one of the
project engineers. “It was amazing to be a part of that Mars
landing, the first in more than 20 years, and bringing a rover
to another planet for the first time in history.”

about planets already found. Kepler will look for new planets.
In Kepler’s case, direct observation is a challenge because
of vast distances in space. Many stars, potential suns to other
worlds, are thousands of light-years away. to put things in per
spective, a light-year is the distance light can travel in a vacuum
during one Julian calendar year, just under 5.9 trillion miles.
That distance would only get you one-quarter of the way to
Proxima Centauri, the nearest star other than our own sun.
If a planet orbited Proxima Centauri, which is 4.2 lightyears away, it would be 7,000 times farther than the distance
from earth to Pluto. trying to observe this planet would be
like standing in Boston and looking for a moth near a spot
light in san diego, according to livesay. Many discovered
planets outside our solar system range from 15 to more than a
1,000 light years away.
Because of the distance, Kepler will detect planets indirectly,
using the “transit” method. a transit occurs each time a planet
crosses the line-of-sight between the planet’s parent star that it is

‘wheN voyager flew by SaTurN iN 1981, ThaT did iT,
i begaN To focuS oN roboTic SPace exPloraTioN’
still, she considers the deep space 1 mission her proudest
accomplishment. livesay and her team developed an entire
ly new navigation and ion propulsion system for the probe,
which flew by the comet Borrelly in 2001. at that time, the fly
by resulted in the best images ever taken of a comet’s nucleus.
livesay also currently oversees other JPl spacecraft, such as
the still-operating Voyager space probes, which inspired her
as a young Cal Poly student nearly three decades ago. Both
probes are now at the outer edges of our solar system, but still
reliably transmitting data.
another spacecraft under livesay’s direction is the infra
red spitzer space telescope, currently in orbit, studying stars,
galaxies and disks around stars where planets form. spitzer
is observing processes that create planets and learning more
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orbiting and the observer. When this happens, the planet blocks
some of the light from its star, resulting in a periodic dimming.
Think of a grain of sand passing in front of a lighted flashlight.
This periodic signature is used to detect the planet, determine
its size and figure out its orbit. Three transits of a star, or “passes”
in front, all with a consistent brightness change and duration,
provide a good method of planet detection. The measured orbit
of the planet and the known properties of the parent star are used
to determine if each planet has the possibility of supporting life.
Kepler is scheduled to launch in 2009 – one of only two
missions from 26 proposals selected by nasa in 2001.
“If another potential earth was found, it will be the discovery
of many lifetimes. In addition, many new technologies emerge
from these efforts” said livesay. “our eyes are on the future.”
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a CHaMPIon oF students, a giving scholar, a beloved
wife and a friend to many – few of many words to describe the
late Cal Poly associate dean Susan Currier.
Her service to students continues in the form of the susan
Currier Memorial scholarship and the susan Currier Visiting Professorship for teaching excellence in the liberal arts.
These generous endowments will allow her commitment to
the liberal arts to flourish, according to College of liberal arts
dean linda Halisky.
“she was a champion of the students she advised, giving
counsel wisely and compassionately, and an intellect who was
never afraid to right a wrong,” said Halisky. “she never lost her
sense of humor about life.”
Currier was 58-years-old when she passed away after a battle with cancer. she worked closely with her husband, Professor emeritus max Wills, in the final days to establish the two
endowments.
Her memorial scholarship was awarded for the first time
last year in the amount of $1,000. The scholarship aims to help
Cla students who have a disadvantaged background, have
overcome significant adversity and/or have made a valuable
contribution to community service. students must have a
minimum 3.0 GPa to qualify.
details are still being addressed for the visiting professor-

ship, which allows Cla to host a faculty member from another institution to teach at Cal Poly for an entire quarter. recruitment for this position is scheduled to begin next winter
or spring for fall quarter 2009.
Currier’s sincere interest in students and their success led her
to establish the Cla Career Forum in 1994, held during the annual open House. according to former colleagues and friends,
it was her favorite event.
she would invite Cla alumni with interesting career paths
back to campus to speak to current and prospective students
and their parents. alumni shared stories about their experiences while at Cal Poly – the courses they took, the professors
who mentored them, and the extracurricular activities the
college provided – which helped shape their career choices.
Currier collaborated with Housing and residential life in
establishing the Cla living and learning program in 1996,
which encouraged academic excellence of both freshmen and
transfer students by connecting them with others in the same
majors and with Cla faculty.
Currier also worked closely with alum angie hacker
(PSy ’04) to establish the afghanistan Children’s Center at
Kabul university. Currier began teaching in the Cal Poly english department in 1980, where her specialization was women’s and modern British literature.

contributions to the Susan currier memorial Scholarship or the Susan currier visiting Professorship for Teaching excellence in the liberal arts may be made in care of: cla advancement office, cal Poly, San luis obispo, ca 93407-0320.
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